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The object of the Italians was to cut off not only the
Ethiopian forts to the south, especially Tafere Katama, and
Gerlogubi, but those to the east as well, from direct com-
munications withjijiga. "No food would have been able
to come through and we would have had to withdraw all
our posts/5 said AfewerL
At Ado, Danot and Mersi, posts which the Ethiopians
had been forced to evacuate for lack of water, the bush
had overgrown the lorry track. It was impossible to revictual
Gerlogubi by the alternative route from Daggahbur to the
south, which passed through Harradigit.
" So I ordered the occupation of Gorahai," Afewerk
finished. " Look at it." I did. From our canopy in the
middle I could see the Mullah's Fort, a round stone building
which had been patched up to house the Gerazmatch. An
Oerlikon anti-aircraft gun stood in an embrasure nearby.
cc That is mine," he said proudly.
Afewerk was a historian. " The Mad Mullah,3*1 he
explained, " came here before he died, at the end of your
war with the Germans. He was very powerful here and
has left many sons. We wish that we could fight in the way
that he did, but you cannot do that against the air."
Next I was shown, from a distance, the radio ; its operator,
a young man from Addis Ababa, took down the daily
French and Italian Press for Afewerk, as well as receiving
and transmitting military messages.
The dispenser followed : he had been trained by the
Swedish Mission at Harrar. He told me that malaria was
very slight now and that the only maladies he had to worry
about were those following the gordit bite. Later I was
allowed to move to his dispensary, where there was a bunk
for minor operations and shelves full of clean chemists'
bottles labelled in Latin. All in a long hut, made of yellow
straw and lined with canvas to keep out the Ogaden sand.
This blew in gusts across the camp all day.
And all round the circle of the camp, far apart, were the
yellow beehive huts over the soldiers who kept Gorahai;
to sleep and cook in by day, but to be abandoned every
evening at a blast blown by the Gerazrnatch's buglers.
Then they took their places in the trenches, and patrols
went out into the limitless plain.
On either side of the Mullah's Fort were two emplacements

